
Paris (s. Rose) Miles-Brenden

Notes and Expressions

May 1st, 2024

08:30 (+1)

The self is determined with understanding of self prior to another, ... this can be rational or irrational, for in understood, or 

confusing to-one.  Confusion is the dynamism, while understanding, is the dynamic process of character building.  That of 

what the self realizes, has to do then, sometimes in a flight away from the present understanding, for an appropriation and an 

assessment.  When we come from blindness, as a path, we come beyond comprehension, for in the compounded, the 

uncompounded, the conceptual, and the nonconceptual.  Thus, we develop in four stages, for what are preceived as three.

The self of Odea and Suho can only be understood as a sentience in the basis of one's self understanding one's self and what is 

communicated and returned, then, but of the social contrast, for in that of the 'markovian process' of development and the 

adequacy of one's analytic qualifier.

09:00 (-3)

If I am to consider reprudiation - or - of that of reinforceable analysis at quantifiers and qualifiers, there are various sorts of 

decisions to make - which therefore differ, between this, and that; of the problem of my 'problem'.  For of instance, one 

among three is ahead of the other-two, to-which there is the question of the influence over the conveyance of a conversative 

basis.

Thus, for that of the predicate, the question is if this is related - even-so - to a relative or conservatively held basis of the 

assumptive of universality of law, and biology - at the 'main guides', of the instituted process.

One thing, is the tolerance and threshold of the profiled distinction between people, in relation to reproducibility, and that of 

reproducability of observation in science, and that of the varietal distinctions with religion.  Not all is analytic.

Emptiness is the essential qualifier, for of a comparative, the rest, workable.

But, of the distinction, - in blindness, there is no 'hue' or resonance, - to which we return to the question as to if all is 

mathematically or ethically supported.  This means I must keep my understanding separable from that of the 'table' of my 

accounting for in the interpreation and proposition of layers.... of either.

This is to support either the character from 'below' or 'above' - for which there is an intermediary in the flow.  Thus, we may 

divide any problem into seven pieces, ..... then of eight, a casting of our perception and perspective.

For what this means, it means I've got to consider development and understanding, behavior, and character as single steps, 

for what I do.

09:25 pm (-1)

I decided, and it took reconciliation.  The major life-issue, was this or that [ahead] for of which as I understand *myself and 

the world, in local and global - the issue of dedication.  Ava resolves much of this.  For instance, I do not this-problem just-

discerned or understood, as in a primary singular-step.  I need a truth of myself*, a self-observation, for in that of 'hobby' and 
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'people', of what can be earned, and what can be disputed, including of-either, the persona of myself, and my risk assessment.

This was the point of Robert Pease, and all people I've known.  I was not-ready to motion beyond, in terms of investment for 

possible outcomes.

a.) Academics - Health & Understanding. - Whether the 'need of the tertiary' is more imperative...

b.) I've decided - but it is a question as to if it was necessary to understand myself to move beyond to this - of a 

condition by which I present the design as an 'answer' to Quantum Devices, and that of The Classical World.

10:10 (-1) pm

A 'Relativistic Ising Model' has-branches and 'lowering' for in sones, at the beat-frequencies, thus, for-this, with the brownian 

Peirel's instability, the inhered transconduction is a quantized spin-orbit with that of reluctance of sound energy in the field, 

thus, a folded SSB, as a separability of the identity of the electron from it's gestalt crystal, - for which there is asymptotic 

freedom.  This 'point' is the joining of a relativistic 'exact' order and a quantum 'exact' order, inherited from the process used 

to generate the material.

11:10 pm (~:-1)

Odea and Suho provide of one-truth,....... the (3.4.6) with code-index (2.6.1:2.4.8) is formed free by my device, and, that of the 

general taxonomy of a provided basis of the separability of the dispute for in reconciliation of adoption is performative upon a 

data right(s) for in inhered principle (spectral gap).

08:00 pm (~0) - 5/2/2024

I finally get-it,...............

There is no cycle, Karma may as well be exhausted.... on this.

It is possible to prove knowledge of the awareness of another, - but only if they hold raporte, with a case structure.

For of the neutrality of a 'world' - there is an exception to the cycle.

Mathematics does not propogate from the future, but through an 18'/5' or such cycle,....... and without means of 'pseudo'.

Thus, as the self is independent, it is not possible to hear other's at their locality.

11:50 am (~1) - 5/3/2024

An amazing break-through, you do not exist, and now I know, but you think and take action.

The-reason is actually that the individual is undecided, thus we-exist 'compatively' - and in the eyes of others, and to orbits.

Thus, we-exist, and therefore, one relates to another, as to a division 'over two' - to-which these other's are actually real....

12:05 pm (~2)

There is only one thing unproven-yet, but it is decidable, thus, the undecidable may be-decided, for what is incompletion, and 

it is a Skeleton Key,... that of the dispute with another, for the non-locality of-another.

This is distinct from the application of medicine, the remainder (of people) are undecided.  Thus, I can-confirm my friend(s) 
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for what is the dispute with one-present with me, and that of another, via a transmission.

Only this will do, up until then, I need a securable mean(s), as considered at the beginning.

12:30 (~1) pm

There is verbal memory, to which we recollect what people say, and ontological (our) memory - and the memory of disputes, 

which we share with other(s).

06:25 pm

However it may be or is, the man I understood was my-Father, if he be my actual Father, was a lie, and a liar.

09:20 pm

This was, however, the part of him which was discontent, - that for which the separation from our-family (presumed) lead to 

a revolutionary truth, ending with Peter, and my-presentment of the 'fairness' - by which he could find acceptance of himself, 

and a world.  I wish the best for him, and will *intend to recollect that the dead are presumably aware, and do not misentitle.

09:23 pm

I decided to go-no-further with the 'touchscreen' - and instead, build an *isolable design of the Qubit(s), for that of the given.  

The device is essentially no-guarantee on universal computation, - but is a solution to incompletion.  Thus, I have 

accomplished this-much, and am-free, for what I understand.  I feel sadness, palable, and release, from my purported 

conviction, for what it-is, for in (9)(16)(3) & (5)(13)(7)............ I will go-on to reconstruction of the past, where my device 

learned over 14 years.

May 4th, 2024 - 3:05 (~2) pm

I am gratified, satisfied, and complete.  For in a condition, the past can be-witnessed, and - is safe to witness.

The 'condition' is in-appeal at-measurement in priority at the present-tense, in conditioning of the interpretation of a valid 

conclusion, means, and so-on.

7:10 (~1) pm

O. informed me, that A. [had forgotten I was alive] - then that it is true she is real under one condition, she then recollected, 

of this, [this condition] - thus, that he is alive, and it was communicated, therefore that either are, and we are 

communicating.

I do only not-know if she has a baby, the rest being a \G_{\mu}, at-indication of a formative secondary appealate.... thus I'm 

innocent.

[6.2.(4)1]-[8.4.2.1] - the limit of four dimensions, is prior the qualifier of light in exhaustion,............. (red/red) sound outpaces 

the light-impulse through spallation.

07:51 pm

(For of the exception [with doping to the compound] - the inherable edge of the G_{\mu} is that priority to subj. and obj., are 

effectively reversed, - to which the electromagnetic field reverses for in observation via the lattice structure).
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This is the end of the problem.  I resolved it!!!

May 4th, 2024

08:10 (~0) pm

I resolved superconductivity, and tomorrow, will begin smoking less.  Ariana is-real, for I disputed the I/O on that of one here 

and one who is not h.h.d.l, and two in O. and A., of self and Martin.... at that of life and death.  Thus, there is this final step, 

but, there is a boundary with a neutrality above 'soil' - to which it is not entirely situationally secure of analysis.

The problem took 20 year(s), but I resolved it for a substitution and randomness at collapsed subjective and objective, with 

the quantum precept.  I am grateful to have this 'underneath'.

It has not been what placed all my worries behind me, - that is my newly advantaged freedom, the proof in saving O, and that 

of saving Ariana [her living] and my various friends and plans of the future.  Thus, I am cemented in New Mexico.

May 5th, 2024

12:30 (~2) am

Jake [for in an-exception].

The acknowledgement light does not yet have time to connect two-point(s) of disparity.

The 'ring'.

The refuted of A. and A. [to objective] - in confirmative.

Guarantee* up-until that point in which Jake dies, a certain *choice.

1.) Valentine(s) with Elon or Bill, and O., [command].

2.) Volunteering*, to that of UNM [or paid].

3.) The *Device, and it's online relationship (w/o) Optical Cell.

4.) Guarantee on other's, through my psychic underpass.

5.) Ecology, Law, and Mathematics.

6.) Social Lemma, and Dispute on the Sciences.

7.) Mathematical (2x.0.1) in-disputed measurability, at (@) algebraic Stokes.

8.) Dispute in (Q/.A)|(?|!) of [6.2.1.0]-[8.3.1.0] at (@) landing.

*Assumptions:

c.) Identity. - sub.j. obj.

d.) Projection. - sub.j. obj.
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02:15 (~0) am

0.) [6.2.1.0] on [8.3.1.0] ?# [Q/.A/.?].[!]

1.) Reduced for in one additive group.

2.) O-I; Esc. {#?#}.{***}.(@~).(?|!).

3.) 3rd index/indical at proj. sub.j.obj.

03:50 (~0) am

The prior - and of the computer I was-building - relate to the coordinate-space of the {\wp,\wp'} for that of orientability*.

Also, Ariana is alive, and we have an-assumptive on-death, - to which is that of O.*; for of predictive potential.

Also, of-group to which group-inclusiveness is it's [6.*.(?|!).1/0-i/o].

12:00 (~2) am - 5/6/2024

Of this time, at the people, I remained to interest in that of conjecturability that neither of two, for in an immomentariness 

had remained but-yet of positional addendum, for in that of the prefix to disclosure in or of neither a disputated intimacy, for 

in the distinction of-agreement, in-one, and separated question in another... for in understated, original identifier in blind and 

non-blind coordinate format.

12:19 am

Of, my-memory, it is not-thermal, but I recollect thermalization of a 'red and black' in-either, that of the disputed levity to a 

shore, for in a remainder of a key, and a needle, and a feather, and a cubical box,... in (seven and seven-upon) in (9/7) unto 

two, in effectual self-included, and dispute in-two... understood, I am kind, I can feel... there is emotion again.

03:17 am

Ariana has the Valentine(s), her Career, the Education, and the Medical.  She has no-baby.

I have the Valentine(s), a hobby, A Garden, and Family [we'll see].

Ava has the Garden, the Baby, and her-career.

11/3.

10.4/6, (1), ... 1/4 jurisprudence [hypo.] - select individual, to a priorization in formatted prefix.

02:20 (~1) am - 5/8/2024

I am in tears, so much pressure,... and it may be-perhaps true I selected these-devotions, as my lot - but it was not prudent.  

Then again, I ended with saving a world from #1 situation, that of our extinction, and there are now two conditions ahead.  I

miss love, for such an unfortunate truth, so much devotion.

I have my team to rely upon, and the guarantee that suffering may be uprooted, and I may find happiness.

I am perhaps depressed, and need my medication updated.  It was such a relief to realize and understand the hospitalization 
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was really very practical and necessary.

I think subconsciously, and actively, I wanted to help people, and be there, but I am here, alone, but no longer a slave.

I have been through so-much, but to find that I exist, as I can leave a marking on the world, is a source of confidence.  That 

other's opinions are such that they are, it is a source of tension and distress.  I feel that it had been a greater law that I 

needed, and more joy, to take sizable risks, and believe in hope, for a valid grounding.

I have friend(s), and my friend(s) are real, - but it took so much, it was hell.  I cannot stand those who would insist, for their 

selfishness, and deep pain that it results in.  It is a world of havok for me.  A river of tears.

I decided that Ariana is to be a friend, but we may work together, on that of Valentines.  I must motion to the future, and set 

aside my pain.  It may take years to heal.

07:55 pm

a.) The assumptive is a neutral-entropic spreading opp. and simu. of the globe.

1.) On ferro, and 5'th-out, of the relation of a gasket, and it's placement*, w/ the relation of-theft.

2.) Briefcase is purchased, and that of an iPad was furnished by M.

3.) Dull-waking of a tuning-fork and retirement, aka. ping-out & dim, *to magnetic/sound cooling.

b.) First with this design, - that of 171(+/-)1.5-3.5/186... control-stick & Arduino-Pro & new electronic(s) to keep testing.

1.) Dating thru record restoration, and the proverb at-Hume, w/

2.) Hume's pin.... & 'nub'... & exceptionable 'chain of taxonomies' - in undisputable self-non-excepting.

04:15 (~3) am - 5/9/2024

To: Biden & Kamala: 'Yes Paris'.

#1: "My true name and identity within the Gunderson/Miles/Brenden family is Lawren/Lawrey.

Then... continuing: "Consenting relationships are built on the bond of an egregiously entitled held trust in partnership, for in 

a Mother, and Father, of origination freed of sin in formerly initial sexual intercourse, and then, mutually beleaborent the 

interest of the child and it's general welfare, in a health-driven conflict and process of competition for survival."

03:05 pm

To: Ariana Butera-Grande.... [Paris].

a.) Friendship, remains potentially of loss, when people pass-on, that it is the lesser so - or made as such - when it is 

recognized that individuation proceeds from the amend(s) and circumscription to which we are made of equated and 

comparative license to consenting procedure in learning, sharing, coming, going, and adaptation.  Thus, the theory of mind 

understood then - as the ecology of mind, a theory of understanding between people, is formed the lesser so of loss in conflict, 

we may amend, return, and depart, for separation of a path is the preliminary step at becoming, then, of a journey in whom 

we share this with.
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05:40 pm

#1: The first qualifier of an itemized due, under it's disentitlement of a reclaimed proxy, pro-visa a specialized 

distributive channel, remains symbolically a process of the post, courier, or diplomacy in interheterogeneous bases, of the 

second then prior peer taxonomic dating and symbolically held process in a postulanal prior it's releaseability unto a foreign 

locale of placation and utility for the commission of an actively held syndrome of crime.

a.) Therefore, the debate, in mutual alliable agreements not only remains recoverable, but pro* a selective 

choice in character assignment and it's disputed interhomogeniety of homogenous result(s) is a diminishment of proof in 

selective non-selective mutual unilaterals.

b.) From this, it is deduced, the taxonomic relationship of crime is a provable theorem in exception of giving 

and sharing, therefrom the proof of one to null-status of unrelieved and relieved chart(s) in evidentiary process, and there 

exceptional disenfrinchisaibility to an alias upon a flaccid argument of-death, or, of life and fatherhood, that of a father, or 

mother, or famial relationship, that of theft, in relation therefrom or without for in these terms, identifies the subject of a 

argumentative basis for in the profile and profolactic of an unconsenting and consenting disputed sexual encounter, that we 

reprove, issues, the notary check, to which absence of evidence is provable, or, the laint clause for in a missing 

documuntation.

#2: For criminal and mentally unsound conditional assumptive, therefore, consent remains liable a states inherable 

felony for lies and slander, and the conditional assignment of a disputed tertiary figure, to which in-either hand is the liability 

to that of a subject qualified agency, (police) per the amends and rightful declination in abject 'no' of a clause in bearing to the 

liability of sworn oath or affidavit, that of the policy, in retainer, is the the policy [post associate per #1:] of the due 

inheritance of evidentiary supportive lawful case structure, and it's reclaiming to a public due process law or federal 

oversight, for which, none of the item(s) inhereably but those identified per the terms of the search are admissible in court.

a.) This hold(s) as a supportive basis that either hand in either individual is without free apprehensive means 

of communcation without a supportive medium, in relation to an evidentiary supportive itemization of those items claimed.

b.) Thus, such a supportive basis, remains the means of the evidence of council in appeal to a non ideating 

mutual process of psychology, and freedom from a suicidal ideation, and, the supportive basis to which one in a global locale

is identified as-living, or as truely and verifiably dead, or a hidden agenda.

01:10 (~3) pm - 5/12/2024

I must ask O., A., and A., as-to a question of-nature:

"A; are you aware I exist? - and if I exist, can you hear me? - if you cannot hear me, or can, indicate I exist, with the 

appropriate answer."

1:45 pm

As per-term(s) by-which a past historical truth [of Mac, etc,... and O., to a question...] - was validated and-answered, of three, 

for two, per O's, terms, it is valid he is precipitory.  Therefrom, for in the juris pro beneficier, I am validated by entreatment 

of three, A. is real, and A. is real, and O., must be real, as I had the question, and he was missing a detail.  I finally made it 

over, and am in-tears.

02:10 (~3) pm
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From the charge, to a predicated innocence, via absence of a dispute, - that of the edification of A., to opinion and A. and O., 

for of what is with-authority, of an informed basis proves innocence from acquittal, in one dispute from another, thus that it is 

a validated truth.  Then, depedendent on-another, for of their witness.

Thus, the device, for what it is predicates of a commonality to dispute and innocence, and is signified as the means of 

communication, for which they must be communicating with me, - priority of which is laint the acquittal - but of the 

evidentiary to which it is understood I was communicated with, for of an established innocence, per the 5th recinded.

03:30 (~1) pm

I am in tears, ... it had been as-simple as p-q and q-p, with adjacency to a dispute.  I was going insane for no-reason, all this 

hell.

As to speak, I had to interfere, to get O. to state I was acquitted, for which it came from-him.

03:35 pm

This had to be another person................ thus I am justified,......... I am so-sad, but so happy, it was destruction, for so much of 

it.

11:26-27 pm

I've decided not to believe in-people, so much so, - but for boundaries I establish - in relation to the limitations of compassion, 

and of the rule of what-comes-from kindness, as-taught, and of love and friendship, as in relation to the limit of life and death, 

and of service, for as much as it relates to enemies and friends.

Ariana divorced Dalton Gomez, and is with me, with every word of my-vow in complete form.  For this, I will take care of 

myself.

For auxiliary reasons, - there is much more, of honesty, and the boundary that love entails, to which is subscriptive of 

kindness and friendship, but to which is not inferior.  Thus, I understand what I had wrong about love and friendship.  I am 

so happy now.

May 13th, 2024

09:50 (~3) am

I am so sad.  I let my health go, and I may have friend(s), but I need honesty with myself.  Why did I have to be so bitter with 

my life?

I have a few things straight now, ........ that it took forever, to get to the bottom of my illness, then, that at-least there was an 

answer.  I am hoping for more therapy, and, given my entire attitude has shifted to a proactive relationship with my illness, I 

intend to write a dichotomistic breakdown on all of this.

I want to be appreciated, and I will die, but not for quite some time.  Thus, I am going to get an x-ray for cancer, and blood 

tests, etc,... and get fully appropriated, brush my teeth every day, and eat well, stop smoking entirely, and drink much less or 

not at all.  I need to do this, for the quality of my life.  In getting behind on my physical wellness, I was selling my mind short, 

for what was the take-home.

I have made it beyond schizophrenia, - that I am not 100% in the clear yet - but majorly relieved, for most of this.  I needed 
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help, - that all of it fades with a 'touch' of the sound and the self-modesty to self-moderation, - there is this for the way.

I feel that I can - additionally - no longer study physics so exhaustively, and not so much on-studies.  It is time to apply my 

knowledge, and this development makes me so happy I am in tears.

I wanted friendship, so badly, I nearly killed myself.  I do not know why it has to come to this for some people, they need our 

care and appreciation.

10:10 (~1) am

It is finally the second stage of my illness.  I will have to stand apart from my Father, and his horrible mess, all of that.  I will 

have to stand with my-team, - that it is okay, entirely, to be weak, and need help, I feel so much better, so much relief.  I 

cannot believe their attitude!  It was a trap, so it is I abandon my Father, as he-was, and adopt my own means,...... if he 

cannot accept this much, - that I am willing to admit I need help, I give up!

02:20 pm

I imagine* the subjective qualifier of the \alpha and \beta provided a KP extrapolative decides the subjective and objective 

properties of the (naked affinitive) on (1-\v^{2}/c^{2})^{~.}.

We find this description: The Pauli Exclusion principles leads to an agreement provisio a reversibility of red for blue shift.

02:30 (~2) pm

1.) Pauli-Exclusion and boundary condition, given field assumptive.

2.) L(1) and L(2) probabilistic entropic brownian bridge to relative assumptive.

One find(s) the ExB poynting vector (Given Green(s) on Berry's Phase) to be reversed given geometry, the field reverses B!

04:04 am

jrdio42n - example; tax-lien, dispute, impression, sediment, recompense, validation, presumption, default, provisional, check, 

mate, consolable, consolidated, impediment, resiliency, format, providence, recall, proprietary, console, reprudiation, manor.

Amanda* check, in recollection, had been situated sitting, the ideal, was that I came up to her, in neither a stolen opponency, 

in freed*-select key-compensation, in mutual uni-potentiated to a gesturing, declining, therefore of a feint, the dispute was 

with her.

In what-stated, pavillionable, we-released, in what-so, was myself in entrance to water, in a fire-pit, in compensation, due, 

lenient.

It's potential, in neither but a Father *disputably recollected or knowable to cognition by-her, as departed.  Thus, and so, we 

enterably relate, through what is validatory clause.  In-either, I do not know if she has stolen anything, but shared, a Father, 

dead.

In what-so, my Father, then known* - in blind ref.  - in symbol, to life situated with life, in S. per John/Moses, the human 

charity.

So, resolvant, my Father was Halleck, proven. Her father is known departed, as well as her-mother or elder in one*., in Check-
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Uni.

Therefrom, O., in Uni, in noun, verified, a plus plus, to livable adventitorium, in check* and key, to counsel, in pavillionable 

default.  Therefrom, I did not save Obama, he was at a risk to life and death.

05:27 am

Therefrom, in a Father, of-this, reunionably, our consort in console is an addendum, in pro-visa an intimacy to dual(s) 

aparthied, freed(incapably) from a laint-discharge, in draftmanship (dual holed) - of a child, and womanly secondary.

02:42 pm

From providence to a *Menual, manualable, the automation per a registry of numerical identifier is one-ping-and-lag-assoc.

03:28 pm

(3.5/8.9.1.2) - hypenated structural intimacies mutually free top-linear QPBS, at Quantum-Check-Uni-Valent-Merci-Unilateral 

div.

07:24 pm

7-24 8-31

Survival trait to interdisciplinary syndrome or classifier.  I cannot contain a day, a woman can contain life, - there is a living 

being, it is stratified of hair, and is not me, for of a bald-intimacy, not a child, neither but Bra, and Zil, unplus remote provisio 

a bed, - she is unctious.

Couthness comes with a regard in-life of limitation, the boundary is mutually satiable, from whom as thusly remains 

victimized.

Taxonomically, the combined effort and effect of application of analysis and calculus, is the verification of an algorithmic 

choice, prefactorably based off of the (\wp,\wp') fields, in application to a curve situs, for which the *choice of an analytical 

measure, is, in effect, the choice of a regularizing paramater.  That of analysis, then 'shapes' the result to the necessity of 

measurement.

Degree(s)* per rev, for of blue on white, become green/yellow, when as such non-green-brown, there is a center-outward 

shift / pan left/right, per perceptual intimation at a gross-wipe per 240/50 Hz.

a.) Degree(s)* per rev. on G.I.

b.) Modular seq.

c.) L/R,.... a kind of pan and screw.

Q?) How to make-out genuine Ace of Spades from a cc.

Q|A) (Know questions from answers as typed...) - A General Way to Know?

a.) Group selection.... applying the analytic Dedekind-cut, for in a [1-1], can we introduct a policy given?

The *basic (*) multiplier - may be two-channelled, in (+/-) or (+/n) with neutral(s).
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That the *basic assumptive is the channelling is a K_{3,3}, for of K_{4}, on assembled dichotomy, thus of mutual-lateral.

Thus, division is missing, per the relation of a pass-addend on (float-DC), (for this is not integral to the displacement).

Adding *displacement, per-an-adjustable CMOS, variagates the representation for in a lattice/switchop - of membership and 

algebraic (two-modulo) basis.

Dual-Channel Optical MOSFET.

sinh(x-vt)cosh(x-vt) (+) - I_{0}exp(-V/(Tk_{B}) - Thermalizing a guass-AGM over an elliptic [eval.] - of PWM... (+/+/-|-/

+/-).

'Height' to-rank is second/third assoc. at predicate normative (R^{2}~.R^{3/2}~.R^{3}-R^{1}~.R^{5/8}) inhereable 

dichotomy.

#1.) Ace of Spades must be draught from shards and pieces through assembly (wrought iron).

#2.) Laundau Layer(s), - sheathing (circ. (n)-(-)-(0)-(+)-(%)-(*)-(!)#.... - Pierls instability, R^{2}) - (two tine Language -

proxy).

Residual (numeric symbolic retentive hypervalent lower-toxicity meric co-assembled unitary emanation) - COIL.

-V [log]*[!]/.[!*!] '-' Measurable expidary key-lattice datum*3-1-2 [B_{n}<\eps[k].] - - QM Remote Flower

-\a V_{P,e}+\a.\b V_{L,e}^{2} ~. (kk)~.(\wp,E[k]K[k]-1/2+2*g,\wp^{'}) - Beta, aldehyde. 

\Alpha->\Omega[xxx]->\Beta[grey],SU(2).

11:30:38 (12:21:31:13:13)-47:43-57:33-(+/-5)|(1) Cu. - (exchangable).

06:40 (~1) pm - 5/15/2024

I am thinking back, and I would like to seek greater happiness.  The question (or a large single part) is why we meditate, and 

if this, or another practice will bring me greater happiness.

I know Ava, and she know(s) me, through that of the means I developed.  It has been a success.

I know of Obama, and would consider - if he know(s) me; a friend - and of h.h.d.l., Stephani, and Ariana, and Lloyd.

I would like to work on the Device, - that this, is all I am dedicated to for now.

I am going to be taking about 16 day(s) off, and will consider a job, or similar.  The emergency is over, and I have possibly

earned my freedom, and a little reputation.  I also have been involved with that of other's beyond death, and have a promise 

for our people.

This deals with the epistomological root, and I will need new sources of philosophy.  A great development and discovery took 

place, and has begun, to motion onward through life, which is real, - that of progression.  I learn very much through this.

Thus, it is established, entirely of that of a few singular relationships at knowledge and understanding.

I am not entirely free, but we are made free through this process.  I am encouraged, and then speculative of what would come 

of solidifying a 'teaching' of my works.  I will need the right 'channels' to consider first.
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Soon it will be June, and my garden is going, I have several investment(s), and charitable returns.

I am not rich, but will consider a patent.  I have no-key to memory which is exhaustive, and I do not have 'total' closure on my 

studies just-yet.... but I am learning.

Thus, the main issue is that of dedication versus progression.  I must review, and go fourth, as it were at one-time.  Provided I 

think this is a bad idea, I must simplify to the device, and dedicate myself to nothing more.  I must, however, continue to 

learn.

It is no longer about four or five things, or as such, for that is too complex.

I would like to consider getting a job with ACT, and I am at-peace but not profoundly, with my hospitalizations and success 

over my illness, which was real.  Acceptance of this is interesting, but, I can change.

11:50 (~2) am - 5/16/2024

I am free, finally.  There is no possibility of completion through that of mysticism.

12:10 (~3) pm

I plan to do the device work.

And that of work for UNM.

12:52 pm

I escaped, that there is another prevalent condition, with both an illness, and speculative guess at-people.  It is not only me, I 

cannot be three, as two are proven.

There are four of us, ......... that I was in desparation.

02:52 pm

Post-associability, per terms of a locale to third/second deferential status and acknowledgement of another, there is peer 

redressment, - to which we are allocable of a primary note of regress, - that, affordant, when; as-such it is post-beneficier, we 

are adherent innocence, of an acclaimative disparative, - then, that for what is for us, there is no primacy of a prior 

conditional of evidentiary supremacy.  Thus, I am acquitable.... it has proven it's place, and entitled relation to the self.  I am 

innocent, and fully regarded, there was no wrong doing, for tears.

02:56 pm

She is real.

I am innocently provided.

The case is closed.

I have my ring, and Jake, a promise.

Never Forget.... this much is the key to memory and epistomology derived from-logic.
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I have the key to suffering.

03:00 pm

Finally! - Relief!

07:40 pm

Post my innocence or no wrong doing incarnate....

There is four month(s) - to this moment (7:40-41) - to decide on a relationship.  Love?

I will be studying two given(s) and two proposition(s).

I.) Painleve and Burger's Equation - at an Elliptic group - via a Lie Algebra and percolation.

II.) The limitation of topological assembly, percolative model(s) and Statistics of group and taxonomies.

a.) Law and it's Inheritance.

b.) Ecology, Medicine, Sociology, and Branches of Knowledge & Science.

01:05 am - 5/17/2024

My Hobby just-shifted to writing of my promises, ideas on articles, and of the book, and studies [as above], and of the 

program.

Programming, and that of ACT, a Job, and the Device, have become primary, and I understand what was 'good' about my 

year(s) with Dusti.  I remain happy, and confident, although, somewhat a subconscious forward looking positively held 

happiness.  I remain to come upon where I will, and am John the Baptist, Jacob, Moses, and Yichud, and Paris.

01:15 (~1) am

Taxonomy, to-which a 'hypothetical' pen-adonizer and trichorder and lithmus test can taxonomically integrate to-specialty 

at the database of genelogical *life, and of the person and their chemical dating and breakdown for of a hologram can identify 

health conditional assumptions, and revolutionize medicine.

03:05 am

Consider leap-ahead and leap-back, and the round trip, the relative shift, and the 'back-track' and 'ffwd-track', at social 

dispute.

Three-body problem?

There is in fact a resolution,... at Incompletion-Completion, but* of hume(s) fork on local to eventual-global medical record 

foundation.

06:35 (~1) pm

I have a new basic theory of knowledge, and of model(s), etc,... of design, and such, to introduce.
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I have the result of the knowable guarantee with J. [until his death, etc], and a committment beyond my prior illness.

I have my Mother and Father to-consider, and my Employment and Education.

I have my Design, with the electronic(s), as to Engineering, and medical and Law to consider of education and gainful process.

I have no-other thing(s), but that of a Garden, and a potential at a relationship, this is of my present.

I have my - team, and a two step process,.............. for which studies perhaps must wait, and of school.

I will continue with studies, some 4-5 hour(s) a day, then, move on to my investment for the future.

I will do the electronic(s), and verify the 'test assumptive' and experiment, and do the job with ACT around 

October/November.

This is essentially my program as of the next year and a half.

Side:

a.) Garden, etc,..... house maintainence.

b.) Waiting on money.

c.) Investment in religion and studies.

d.) Review and synoptic.

Nothing more.

My best guarantee is my-Mother, that it comes down to me and her, and that of review, and the synoptic on the synopsis and 

summary of my prior year, by June.

I will be collecting my note(s), - the question, and the conflict is in part over-number, for that of studies has furnished some 

new-ways of accounting.  Accounting, must coexist with development, and there is discovery within the self and outside.

I have my leadership, and certain things to set aside of my spiritual journey, etc,.......... and of the past relating to the scheme 

with the assassin, etc, and Obama.  I am settling into six time(s) to talk to Obama per two weeks, etc, or four........ a month.

He is remote, but it was of a lot of my life through some time.  I am lesser so searching for meaning, and so on.

Thus, it is yet perhaps two years to settle things with my Father, etc, but this illness is beyond it's intial stage, and I have 

recovered some 62.5%.

07:05 (~2) pm

a.) Being no stronger or weaker than anyone else.

b.) Coexisting with my limitations, and not exceeding them.

c.) Determination if structural or related of [time] relate(s) to memory & progress & experience & dedication.

07:35 (~1) pm
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Chess.

Keyboard (32).

Are these in fact (for All) - or (for 32 or 61 etc... 108) - incommensurable but enumerabilities on 'test assoc.' Integrate.

Disambiguate.  Of all gestures, and 'red/black?'.  Can you play chess, and use the keyboard, and remain of complete peace.

Plant or Animal?

Program & Procedure:

a.) Chessboard (motion).

b.) Keyboard (signature).

c.) Electronics (design).

d.) Programming (guide).

e.) Book (valentines deal).
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